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Procedure to create your own graphs and suggested parameters
1) After going to the FloatViz 6.0 website, select your variables.
2) Select output type: PLOT
3) Select data type: ADJUSTED 
4) Select dates: SPECIFY START/END DATE
5) Change dates: select at least two years of data- EX: START: 06/1/2014 END: 06/1/2016
6) Select float: (select a float that has N, FL) EX floats:
-Float 9096SoOcn- Southern Ocean
-Float 0276NoAtlantic- North Atlantic Ocean
-Float 8486Hawaii- Pacific Ocean Hawaii
-Float 7647CalCurrent
7) Select one X variable: DATE
8) Select Y variables: (these variables are used because they are good indicators of algal growth, feel free to 
experiment with other variables)  Nitrate, Temperature, Chl
9) Autoscale X&Y axis: ON
10) Select Y stack: ON
11) Select MAX depth: 30
12) Once your variables are selected press send to generate a graph

If you followed these instructions, your FloatVIZ plot page should look like this using 9096SoOcn as your float



Use the graphs on the following pages for the student assessment in the Evaluate section of the 32 shades of water 
lesson plan. Feel free to change any of the variables or select different floats to analyze and make different graphs 
for the student sheet. The variables for each graph are the same as the ones listed and used for the tutorial on page 
3, only the float selected is different.  

For more information on how float data can help us answer questions about phytoplankton communities: 
http://biogeochemical-argo.org/scientific-questions-phytoplankton-communities.php
For more information on float variables:
Nitrate: http://biogeochemical-argo.org/measured-variables-nitrate.php
Cholorphyll: http://biogeochemical-argo.org/measured-variables-chlorophyll-a.php
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Float 8486Hawaii- Pacific Ocean Hawaii



Float 7647CalCurrent- Central California



Teacher answer guide: possible answers 
your students could come up with, though 
there is no right or wrong answer.

Remember that in the Southern Ocean, the months that we typically consider winter months (December to March) 
are the Southern Ocean summer months. What you expect to see is that as the temperature warms up, nitrates 
will be used by phytoplankton, so as nitrate levels go down, chlorophyll levels should go up.  There is high 
productivity in the Southern Oceans because of upwelling. These variations reflect seasonal changes in the 
oceans. When chlorophyll levels are at zero but there are also low nitrate levels, it doesn't mean all of the 
phytoplankton have died or stopped photosynthesizing.  The phytoplankton use photoreceptors as sort of 
“sunscreen” to protect themselves from too much exposure to light so chlorophyll levels would appear low but the 
color of the water would still be green.  In Hawaii and the California Current, low nitrate levels and low chlorophyll 
production are indicative of more blue waters as overall phytoplankton productivity in these areas are generally 
low. Seasonal variation in these areas is also minimal. The North Atlantic Ocean, is more akin to the green waters 
seen in the Southern Ocean with high phytoplankton productivity and it varies seasonally with blooms seen during 
spring and summer months, opposite of the Southern Ocean. 


